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1.

Introduction

In international trade theory, the Heckscher-Ohlin (H-O) theorem shows that primaryinput ("factor") endowments would be crucial determinants of the composition

of

primary-input "services" embodied in its trade flows. Many empirical studies have been
conducted to test H-O propositions by studying the relationship between primary-input

endowments and the primary-input content of trade in goods.l

In two pioneering articles, Leontief (1953,1956) analyzedthe labor and capital
content of United States foreign trade. He acknowledged the important role of natural
resources in explaining the commodity composition of trade and some of the primary-

input-content results, pointing to the lack of data for the failure to incorporate them to the

study. Vanek (1963) called again attention to natural resource endowments, and
consequent$ to the rent content of industry output. He proposed a method for measuring
"natural resource content" and focused his analysis in the role ofnatural resources in
explaining US foreign trade. A significant part of the literature that followed was based
on estimating the total primary-input content of trade using input-output (I-O) techniques.

Measuring the primary input content of trade using I-O tables requires a set

of

measures of direct primary-input use that can be translated into, or associated with entries

in the I-O table. The problem is that I-O tables are based on data for current inputs and
outputs, and such data does not separately impute rent and reproducible-capital-use costs.
Rather, rents and reproducible-capital-use costs are lumped together in a residual category

called the gross operating surplus. Thus, the use of I-O techniques requires an indirect
measure of the share of rents in total value of production, and several altematives have
been proposed to that effect.

Vanek (1963) proposed using the "value of resource products" consumed as an
indicator of the direct rent requirements. He defined resource products as "all
commodities whose productive process makes direct use of natural resources, and for

which values of output are currently recorded. Thus wheat grain is a resource product,

'Deardorff (1984) and Leamer and Levinsohn (1994) review empirical studies of the H-O model.
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while wheat flour is not, since it does not use land as a direct input" (p. 10). Total rent
content would be estimated by the value of resource products required directly and

indirectly to produce one unit of output,2 thus assuming that resource products are
exclusively made of natural resources, and losing the information on current inputs into
resource-product activities.

Another possibility would be to assume equal rent coefficients for all resourceproduct activities. This method was used by Postner (I97S),who assumed that "the direct
natural resource factor coefficients arc positive and equal for all natural resource product
industries" (p. 11).' It preserves the proportionality with the total requirements of natural
resource products, and has the advantages of taking into account differences in primary-

input content originating in the differences in the cost structures of the resource products,
and of netting out the value of the imported inputs used in the production of resource

products.

An alternative method, proposed by Londero (1998), is based on using the total
primary-input content of the activity's output by using the gross operating surplus of the
resource-product activity (GOSRPA) as a proxy for the direct rent content.o This method
and Postner's shate over Vanek's method the advantage of making

full use of the

information provided by the cost structure of resource products.

A detailed formal comparison among these three methods, and a comparison of
each method

with the theoretically desirable measure, was conducted by Londero (1999)

using the primary-input content of value of production -- the so-called "flow method"

(Lary,1968; and Balassa,1979). This article shows algebrucally how alternative
measures of rent content affect primary-input contents and primary-input ratios (e.g,

2
Vanek ( I 963) used an equivalent approach to calculate the resource-product content of U.S. trade. Naya
(1967) used Vanek's approach to analyzethe resource-product content ofU.S. and Japanese trade. More recently,
it was used by Ramazami and Maskus (1992), Maskus et al. (1994), and Engelbrecht (1996).

3

Strictly speaking, Postner (1975,p.1 1) assumed constant "physical" coefficients.

aForapplications ofthis method seeLondero
and Teitel (1996); Londero, Teitel etal. (1998); andMoreira
and Najberg (2000).
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capital to labor) establishing that in many cases

it may be known without resorting to the

data whether an activity's primary-input ratio calculated according to one method is

higher or lower than the same ratio, for the same activity, but calculated according to
another method. However, these results do not indicate whether activity-level differences
are large or small relative to differences

for other activities. Activity to activity

differences would depend on the coefficients of the I-O table, and thus on the country

studied. Relative primary-input contents and primary-input intensities, that is, primaryinput contents and ratios expressed relative to a basis for comparison or standard,
additionally would depend on the effects that the selected measure would have on the
standard. Finally, different methods may also affect the ranking of activities according to

primary-input intensities.
The question for applied research is whether differences resulting from applying
these different methods are relevant in practice. That is, whether they may significantly

affect the results of H-O tests (Leamer and Levinsohn, 1994) in general, and related
studies on the effects of trade regimes on the primary-input intensity of exports (Londero
and Teitel, 1996; Londero, Teitel et a1.,1998; Moreira and Najberg, 2000) insofar as

high-rent-content products are involved. Empirical studies on the effects of alternative
measures of rent content are thus useful to shed light on the practical implications

of

using different methods. This study takes advantage of detailed Argentine data to
compare the effects of using these methods on relative primary-input contents, primary-

input intensities, and the ranking and classification of activities according to primary-

input intensities.

2.

Making the alternative methods comparable

Vanek's method refers to the primary-input content of final demand, while the other
methods look at the primary-input content of value of production, the so-called

method". Calculations according to the "flow method" are based on total value
requirements, that is

"flow
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F.:lfo,l:F(r-A)-t
where

f:

(1)

Vo) is the matrix containing the direct value requirements of primary input h

per unit value of activityT, and

A

:

fa,jf is the production of i directly required per unit

value of production of7. To make comparisons among methods possible, in this section

all methods will be set according to the primary-input content of value of production.

Table 1. Changes in the I-O tables required to make the results comparable among
methods
Method

A matrix

F matrix

Vanek's resource
products

Excludes rows and columns
corresponding to resourceproduit activities

Includes rows of resource-product inputs as
nonproduced inputs

Postner's y proportion of
the value of production

Same as orieinal

Includes an additional row containins a
proportion y ofthe value ofproductidn ofthe
iesource-pioduct activities. That proportion
is deducted from the gross operating'surplus

Same as original

Includes an additional row to treat enoss
operating surplus of resource-prodult
ai:tivities- as a different nonpr<iduced inout.

ofresource-product

afilvltres

Gross operating.surplus

ot resource-product
actlvltles

Vanek's method may be implemented by reassigning all lines corresponding to
resource-product activities from A to F and eliminating the corresponding columns, thus
obtaining Av and Fv. An equivalent to Postner's method is obtained by imputing a fixed
percentage 7 as the rent content of all resource-product activities and netting
the gross operating surplus of these activities. Then we

will

it out from

have the original A matrix

and a modified FP matrix for primary inputs and transfers. Finally, when gross operating
surplus of the resource-product activities is used as a proxy for the rent content, an

additional line in F is used to register the corresponding values, thus obtaining a modified
Fso'matrix.
In sum, only Vanek's method results in a different A matrix, while all methods
require an additional row in the F matrix containing the selected proxy for the direct rent

content. Table I provides a summary of the three approaches and their implications for
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the I-O

matrix. The next section compares the results of calculating relative primary-

input contents and intensities of manufacturing activities according to these three
methods.

3.

Measuring primary-input intensify

When calculating relative primary-input contents and primary-input intensities,

it would be desirable to use a standard for comparison that would be independent of the
method used. For example, total capital use, the total wage bill and total rent. However,
such data is normally not available.

A second approach would be to select

a standard

derived from the data, which would consequently be affected by the method used. That
could be the case of total value added classified by capital use, wages and rents. Its
disadvantage for the study of nonresource-product activities is that when the weight

of

primary activities is high, as in a natural-resource rich country like Argentina, the
standard of comparison changes significantly from one method to another due to the

relative weight of primary activities. For these reasons, in this study the total primary

input content of the overall manufacturing sector is used as the standard to calculate
relative primary-input contents and primary-input intensities of manufacturing industries.
The overall manufacturing sector is operationally defined as the sum of all columns
corresponding to that sector.
The primary-input intensity of an industry was calculated as the ratio between two

of its total primary-input requirements relative to the same ratio for the overall
manufacturing sector. Thus,
activity

if f,is

the coeffrcient of estimated total rent content in

j (i : l, ..., n),f*i is that of estimated

estimated total wage content,

Nj:

f,tlli
r lr

total capital content,

^dJ;,

is that

of

it is said thatT is intensive in rent with respect to labor

>1

Jr,man'Jw,man

wherefr,*,is the total requirement of primary input hper unrtvalue for the overall

if
(2)
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manufacturing sector. Similarly, it is said that the industryT is intensive in capital with
respect to labor

h,vr:

if
t1;t

fot

>1

ft*o,l

(3)

Ji,.on

Finally, it is said that industryT is intensive in capital with respect to rent when
fr^

tft

>1

kTj
fo.*on

I

(4)

f,.*o,

Relative primary input intensities may be expressed as ratios between relative

primary input contents. For example, capital-labor relative intensities may be expressed
as the

ratio of the relative capital content to the relative labor content:

Ia,v,: k/w,: (

f,

,

Jrt

(s)

,;,)

^),

This alternative presentation will help understand the results on relative primary input
intensities.

4.

Comparing methods empirically

Relative primary-input contents and primary-input intensities were calculated for all
manufacturing indushies in Argentina using the detailed 1973I-O table prepared by the
Secretaria de Planificaci6n (1986) as revised by Remes Lenicov (1987). This table was

specially adapted by for estimating the primary-input content of exports of manufactures
(Londero and Teitel, 1996; Londero, Remes and Teitel, 1998). It consists of

2ll

industries, 172 of wlttch correspond to manufacturing activities,5 and 12 lines for imports

5

Manufactures defined according to ISIC, the International Standard Industrial Classification (United
Nations, 1971). Londero (1998) compares exports accordingto ISIC and SITC-based definitions ofmanufactures.

8
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and value added. Calculations were performed for four alternative msasures: Vanek's,

Postner's for

y:0.10

and for

y: 0.20,6 and GOSRPA.T

Then, several indicators

of

agreement between pairs of measures were calculated. This section presents the results

of

such comparison.

4.1

Effects onrelative primary-tnput contents

Two approaches were used to explore whether diflerent methods would result in different
measures of relative primary-input contents. First, points representing the relative

primary-input content with respect to the aggregate manufacturing sector

(f, t fr,*;

fi) I (.t,.",; f,"i I .f;,,*,)

(6)

were calculated for each industry7. Then,
the distance between a point calculated
using one method and the corresponding

point calculated using another method
was taken as an indicator of the
discrepancy between methods. That
distance is represented by segment

AB in

Figure 1. If any two methods provided
the same relative primary-input contents,
the distance between any two

Figure 1. Distance between relative primary
input contents.

corresponding points would be zero.
The second approach focuses in the distribution of the relative primary-input

6

The upper bound for y is close to the lowest gross operating surplus coefficient for the resource-product

industries.

TThefollowingindustrieswere classified asproducers of
"resourceproducts": wool, cotton,wheat,maize,
fruits, vegetables, barley, hops, tea, rice, mate, milk, millet, other farm products, cattle, oilseeds, sugar cane,
tobacco, fish, forest products, sorghum, birdseed, oat, other industrial crops, coal, petroleum and gas, iron ore,
nonferrous metallic minerals, stone, sand, clay, minerals for fertilizers, salt, and other nonmetallic minerals.
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9

contents, that is the distribution of the primary-input content of industries relative to that

of the overall manufacturing sector, which is a weighted average of all172 manufacturing
industries. Therefore, the distribution of relative primary-input contents around that
weighted average

will

depend not only on the effects of methods on the primary-input

content of industries, but also on the weight of each industry in the total.8 In Argentin4
the primary-input composition of the overall manufacturing sector is heavily influenced
by resource-intensive food industries.

Table

2.

Argentina. Distance between points representing different measures of relative
content:
coefficients of variation. skewness and kurtosis.
Postner

(y:

0.62

Vanek

0.10)

(108)

s:6.4 k:52

Posfirer

(7:0.10)

(y: 0.20)
0.47 (82)
s:5.8 k:45
O.re (164)
s:6.4 k:51

Posher

GOSRPA

0.2e (64)
k= 12

s:3.0
0.44
s=

Postner (y = 0.20)

6.0

(136)

k-- 46

0.27 (rr2)

s: 5.6 ft:

38

Note: Coeffrcients ofvariation (percentages) between parentheses; s denotes skewness measured by pr/or, s> 0
indicates mean ) median; k denotes kurtosis measured by (p/o) - 3, k> 0 indicates a leptokurtic (peaked)
distribution.

The results for distances between points, presented in Table 2, show that different
methods provide significantly different results, andthatvariances are high with respect to
the mean. The distributions of these distances are all highly peaked (high

hxlosis

fr) and

heavily skewed to the right (s > 0, inplying mean > median). Two examples are provided
as Figures

2 and3.

As for different methods, average distances between Postner's method and all
others are the greatest, and the distributions are more skewed and peaked. The smallest
average distance is between the two Postner measures considered, but even here the

8

That would not be the case if relative contents were measured with respect to a standard that were
independent ofthe method selected, e.g. a ratio between an independently estimated total capital use and an equally
independently estimated total wage bill.

10
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m = 0.62 CV= 109'/0 s = 5.4 k = 52

Figure 2. Distribution of Vanek to Posher (0.10) distances.

m = 0.29 CV= &l% s = 3.0

k= 12

Figure 3. Distribution of Vanek to GOSRPA distances.
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coefficient of variation is very high. The highest three average distances involve one
Postner measure, and

if the average

distance between the two Postner measures is

excluded, only one average distance where a Postner measure is involved is not among
the greatest three. The average distance between the other two methods is smaller,
presents a smaller coefficient of variation, and the distribution is less skewed and less
peaked.

It was mentioned above that only one average distance where

a Postner measure is

involved is not among the greatest three. That is the case of the average distance between
Postner and GOSRPA. A greater y value reduces the distance between the Postner and
the GOSRPA methods, since a greater share of the gross operating surplus of the
resource-product industries is defined as constifuting rent under the Postner method.

Variability of this average distance, however, is high even for the highest value of y
considered.
The relative primary-input contents defined in equation (6) are the underlying

determinants of these results. Their key characteristics are summarized inTable 3. First,
average relative wage and capital contents are higher when measured using Vanek's

method. This is because more wage and capital content is omitted from one industry the
greater its use of resource products, and in Argentina a few resource-product intensive

industries account for a high share in total manufacturing. Therefore, relative to the other
methods, there is a significant omission of wage and capital content from the overall

manufacturing sector (common denominator), and significant omissions of wage content

for only a few of the industries, leading to an above one average of the individual
industries, and a peaked distribution skewed to the left (s

( 0, mean < median).

Conversely, Vanek's method adds relatively more "renf'than other methods to total
manufacturing, but that oorent" is concentrated in relatively few industries leading to a

below one average for all industries.
Relative wage contents are identical when using Postner or GOSRPA methods,
since both methods use the

full information available on wase content. As a result. all

t2
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Table 3. Argentina. Ratios between relative primary-input contents according to
different measures: averages, coefficients of variation, skewness and kurtosis.
Denominator

Postner

(y:

0.10)

Postner (y = 0.20)

GOSRPA

Numerator
Vanek

tq/ttrr

r.rl

s=-2.0

(1e)
1e3.3

1.24 (re)

H;/tE

r-2.2

1e4.9

0.e2 (55)

4/4

s=0.0

le-|.7

1.11 (1e)

r-2.0

1.re

r-2.5

1.ll

(1e)

113.3

r-2.0

(16)
116.9

r-3.2 lell

k--3.3

r.04

(7)

0.88 (43)
r-0.21r--1.7

rl.3le3.l

1.00

1.00

0.e6 (25)

Postner (Z = 0.10)

,r;/tq

1.00

tE/t6

1.00

0.e7 (4)

r2.3
q/4

115.7

0.88 (33)
17.61175

r.5r

r.11 (2s)
r0.2 Ir-1.7

s:0.5 /r-1.5

tr;/fr

1.00

1.00

rq/Er

1.00

1.00

(5s)

Postner (y = 0.20)

0.er

(28)

s:8.6 ft=90
ry/4

1.00

r.26 (32)
s:0.3 ts-1.5

Note: Coefficients ofvariation (percentages) between parentheses; s denotes skewness measured by pr/or, s>
zero shows mean > median; ft denotes kurtosis measured by (y/o) - 3, k> 0 indicates a leptokurtic (peaked)
distribution.

ratios of relative wage contents involving a Vanek measure are equal.
Average ratios of relative rent contents calculated with Postner's method in the
numerator are higher the lower is y (1.5 > 1.26,1/0.88 > l/0.92). Also, ratios of Postner

to GOSRPA are always higher than one (1.5,1.26). Theses characteristics are also
explained by the relative importance of resource-product-using activities in Argentina's

manufacturing. A greater y adds more to the rent content of the overall manufacturing
sector, where resource-product-using industries carry ahigh weight, than to the average

of
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individual industries, since the number of resource-product intensive industries is
relatively small.

4.2

Effects on primary-input intensities

Relative primary-input contents are significantly affected by the method used and the

distribution of these differences show high coefficients of variation, suggesting that
primary-input intensities would also be affected. To find out, primary-input intensities

l*7, *7,

ffird

M; were calculated for all industriesT

and methods m, and the results using

one measure

were expressed relative to those using each of the others. Then, standard descriptive
statistics of the resulting ratios were calculated. If any two methods were to give the
same primary-input intensities, the corresponding average ratio would be equal to one and

the coefficient of variation equal to zero. If primary-input intensities calculated using one
method differed from those using another method in a fixed proportion 6, then the
average ratio would be equal

to I + 6 and the coefficient of variation would be equal to

zeto.
Note that these are ratios between primary-input intensities calculated with
respect to the overall manufacturing sector. Therefore, changing the method affects the

primary-input content of the industry, as well as that of the standard. For example, in the
case of capital-labor ratios of methods V and

kr,f

lM,:

fr,r
Consequently,

*

t/;i

frr

-

I

J;i

increase

iP

P

t t*P

Jk,*nl J*,*n
(7)

fo:*,1fi:,',

infoi I Jli with respect tof, t J]l may be compensated by

an

equivalent increase in the corresponding ratio for the overall manufacturing sector.
The results, presented in Table 4, reflect those presented on relative primary-input
contents (Table 3), since each individual ratio between primary input intensities is also
the ratio between the corresponding relative primary-input contents. Most average ratios

t4
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between capital-labor intensities (kw) are close to one, ranging from a lowest 0.88 to a

highest 1.tr2. These ratios also show the lowest coeffrcients of variation, ranging from 4

to29 percent, since for most manufactures the capital and labor content originating in
primary sectors is relatively small. The four average ratios that are the farthest apart from
one involve at least one of the two Postner measures, while the average ratio between the

two Postner measures and the Vanek to GOSRPA are the two closest to one. The Postner
to Postner ratio, however, shows avery low coefficient of variation. These results
suggest that for this I-O table the value of 7 does not significantly affect capital-labor

intensity measures. As it should be expected, increasing the value of y brings Postner
measures closer to GOSRPA because agreater share of the gtoss operating surplus is

classified as rent.
The effects on ratios of rent-labor intensities are, overall, greater than those on
ratios of capital-labor intensities. Averages ratios for rent-labor intensities are farther
apart, and coefficients of variation are

highest 1.51, compared to a 0.88 to

higher. Values range from

l.l2

a

lowest 0.90 to a

range for capital to labor intensities.

Distributions are in general less skewed and less peaked. The two highest values involve
Postner to GOSRPA measures and are due to the effects of relative rent contents, since

relative labor contents are identical (Table 3).
The highest average ratios and coefficients of variation are found among ratios
between capital-rent intensities. Average ratios range from a lowest 0.83 to a highest

2.40, and coefficients of variation from 25 to 195 percent. While the greatest values
continue to be for pairs including a Postner measure, these results also show a high
averages for the Vanek-GOSRPA

pair. Capital-rent ratios of Vanek's measures

are

relatively high reflecting the high values of relative capital contents and the low values of
relative rent contents in Table

3. Similarly,

the low values of capital-rent contents for

The highest average ratios and coefficients of variation are found among ratios
between capital-rent intensities. Average ratios range from a lowest 0.83 to a highest

2.40, and coefficients of variation from 25 to 195 percent. While the greatest values
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4. Argentina. Ratios

between primary-input intensities according to different
coefficients of variation, skewness and kurtosis.
Denominator Postner (y: 0.10) Postner (y = 0.20)
GOSRPA

measures:
Numerator
Vanek

ktr;ry

r.r2 (r9)
r3.4 le27

,tf;/*4

0.e8 (88)

rl.8

k/;/k1

1e4.2

2.40 (19s)

r0.7 Ir-0.9

1.0e (2r)

0.e8 (26)

r--4.3 lr29

r-4.4 lr'22

0.e0 (65)
r_l.9 114.7

0.e6 (58)

r3.2 lel2
r.rs Qe)

1.81 (10e)
s:0.6 F-1.0

s:0.1 ft=-0.5

0.e7 (4)
r=23 1e5.7

17.6 lr75

Postner (y = 0.10)

w;/w

1.00

*q/ntrr

1.00

l.l1

(28)

r-0.2 lr-1.7

kry/4

0.88 (2e)
1.51 (83)

s:0.5

l:-

1.5

0.e3 Qs)
r-0.2 k---1.4

0.87 (87)
r-6.6 le65

w;/Mr

1.00

0.e1 (25)
s:8.6 *=90

4/rrfr

1.00

1.00

Postner (y = 0.20)

r.26 (4r)
,s'=0.3

kry/k4

1.00

ft=-

1.5

0.83 (se)

r7.5 lr79

Note: Coeffrcients ofvariation (percentages) between parentheses; s denotes skewness measured by pr/or, s>
zero shows mean > median; /r denotes kurtosis measured by (p/o) - 3, k> 0 indicates a leptokurtic (peaked)
distribution.

continue to be for pairs including a Postner measure, these results also show a high
averages for the Vanek-GOSRPA

pair. Capital-rent ratios of Vanek's measures

are

relatively high reflecting the high values of relative capital contents and the low values
relative rent contents in Table

3. Similarly,

of

the low values of capital-rent contents for

Postner estimates reflect the high relative rent contents and low relative capital contents

shown in Table

3.

These results suggest that rankings according to capital to rent

intensities could be those most affected bv the method chosen.

I6
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Overall, average ratios involving at least one Postner measure are affeeted the

most. When Postner measures are excluded, average capital-rent and rentlabor ratios
tend to be closer to one and coefficients of variation tend to be smaller. These

characteristics are considerably less pronounced for capital-labor ratios.

4.3

Correlations between pairs of measures

Another way of looking at the effects on primary-input intensities would be to analyze the
association between measures resulting from different methods.

If

any two methods

provided the same results there should be a perfect correlation between measures along a
straight line going through the origin with a 45o angle. More precisely, if methods V and
P provided identical results, regressing the measures from one method against those

of

the other for each industryT

kwf

:

a+ t3 tu(

would result in

(8)

o: 0, B: 1, and R3: 1. If o + 0, but B: 1 and R3: 1, rankings

according to primary input intensities would not be affected..
The coefficients from the regressions for all pairs of methods are shown in Table
5, including the standard errors of the coefficients (between parentheses), Fvalues for the
test a

:0

andJi:

1, and R3s.

The results show that no pair of methods is highly correlated along a straight line
going through the origin with a 45o angle for all tlree primary-input intensities. For most
pairs of methods, all three hypotheses of

a:

0 andJS:

1

must be rejected. In only two

regtessions this hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 5 percent level, and these regressions
correspond to

dffirent pairs of methods. Even in the two cases that the hypothesis

cannot be rejected, R! values are

low. Moreover, in the case of this I-O table individual

primary input intensities estimated according to one method are poor predictors of such
intensities estimated according to other methods. With only one exception(lw, Postner
to Postner), estimated coefhcients that result very close to /3

:

I (+0.05) are associated
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Table 5. Argentina: Linear regressions between pairs of measures of primary-input
intensi

Independent

Dependentc'BaBoB

Postner (f

: 0.10)

Postner (y =

0.20)

GOSRPA

Vanek

0.14

lcr4rj

0.97*

(0.0s6) (0.055)

F=r7 N:0.64

0.46

nvj

0.22 0.73

0.86

F:7

R3=0.65

-0.03*

1.30

(0.062) (0.06s)

F:54

F:5.5

F=I4N:0.71

R3=0.11
1.75

R3=0.31

0.43

1.59

0.34

1.13

(0.287) (0.041)

(0.r11) (0.01r)

F:182 R'?:0.90

FLl40 tr:0.98

-0.02+ 0.99
(0.010) (0.00e)
f:51 R'?:0.99

(0.04e) (0.042)

(7:0.10)

kwj

-0.15

rwj

t.37

(0.033) (0.030)
F:80 R3:0.93

0.25 0.83

krj

Postner

0.11*

(0.057) (0.048)

(0.0e4) (0.084)

(0.431) (0.071)
F=103 P:0.78
Postner

0.97*

(0.101) (0.067)

0.52

Ivj

0.30

0.10*

(0.056) (0.0s3)
F=9 R3:0.66

0.18

0.70

F=72 N:0.62

0.08* l.l2*
(0.0e2) (0.0e6)

F=2.4N:0.44

0.54

0.53

(0.077\ (0.011)

(0.168) (0.016)

F:137 N=0.97

F:547 R3=0.86

(y:0.20)

kwj

0.14

0.76

(0.042) (0.036)

F=63
mvj

lvj

R'z=0.73

0.08* 0.99x
(0.048) (0.050)
F:1.5 R'?:0.69

0.22

0.66

(0.113) (0.011)
f=665 R3:0.96

| (lJ) atthe 5%o level. Standard errors between parentheses.
statistics from testing a= 0 andfi = l; P[F(2,170) > 3.00] = 0.05 and P[F(2,170)> 4.61] = 0.01. Actually,
tables provide results up to 120 degrees of freedom; the numbers provided correspond to the limit when the
degrees offreedom tend to -.

Note:*, not statistically different from 0 (a) or

F
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with low

*

values (below 0.70). Conversely, in most of the cases that

P

values are high

(> 0.90), coefftcients are not close to one. In conclusion, since most coefficients/ are
different from one, and those that are close to one present relatively low R3, rankings of
industries according to primary-input intensities could be affected by the method chosen.
When looking at particular primary-input intensities, an akeady familiar picture
appears. Theli coefficients that are farther apart from one correspond to pairs that
include rent, and the largest differences from one correspond to pairs that include at least
one Postner measure.

4.4

Effects on rankings

The results presented thus far suggest that rankings based on primary-input intensities

could be affected by the method employed. To explore the importance of these efFects,

two measures of rank correlation were used. First, for each of the three primary-input
intensities, Kendall's coefficients of concordance W amongthe four rankings resulting

from the different methods were calculated.e Wvaies from 0 to

l, where 1 indicates

perfect concordance among all rankings and 0 indicates total disagreement. The results
obtained

W(lcw):0.90

W(rw):0.89
W(lcr):0.88
indicate that there is concordance among all methods, and that there is slightly less
concordance ulmong primary-input intensities involving rents.ro As indicated before,

more concordance among capital to labor intensity rankings was to be expected, since for
most manufactures the capital and labor contents originating in primary sectors are

e

Kendall (1970) provides

r0

a

thorough analysis ofthe rank correlation methods used in this section.

Tests of statistical significance for W are not reported since calculations are based on population data.
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relatively small. Concordance, however, is relatively high also for the other primaryinput intensities. The results indicate that in the case of this I-O table, the choice

of

method does not affect the rankings significantly.
For a more detailed look at the relations between pairs of methods, Kendall's and
Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between pairs of methods were also calculated.

Both coefficients vary between 1 and - 1; one indicates perfect correlation between the

two rankings, minus one indicates perfect negative correlation (the first in one ordering is
the last in the other), and zero may be regarded as an indication of independence. Both
coefficients provide similar, although not identical information. Kendall's e uses the sign

of the difference between the position of one case in one of the rankings and the position
of the sulme case in the second ranking; consequently, the value of r is not affected by the
number of positions between the two cases. Spearman's p uses the square of the
difference between the two positions in the rankings (fifth minus first equals four); thus,

it gives greater weight to cases that arc farther apart.
The results, presented in Table 6, show a familiar pattem: Vanek's rankings are
better correlated

with GOSRPA rankings, Postner rankings do not

seem to be greatly

affected by the value of y, and Postner rankings approach the GOSRPA ranking for higher
y values. Comparisons involving one Postner measure tend to show lower rank

correlations, which tend to be higher among Vanek's and GOSRPA methods.

As for different primary-input intensities, rankings according to capital to labor
ratios are less affected by the choice of method. Concordances, however, are lower when
GOSRPA method is involved, which is due to the different treatment of gross operating
surpluses. The GOSRPA method uses the wage information of the resource-product
industries, but allocates all of the gross operating surplus to rents. The other methods
either ignore the composition of value added of resource-product industries (Vanek), or

allocate part of their gross operating surplus to capitaLrequirements (Postner).

20
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Table 6. Argentina: Rank correlations between pairs of measures of primary-input
intensi8.
Postner

(y:0.10)

xp

Postner (y = 0.20)

rp

GOSRPA

rp

Vanek
kwj

0.79

0.88

0.79

0.88

0.73

0.84

mvj

0.52

0.67

0.68

0.84

0.85

0.97

bj

0.49

0.63

0.67

0.83

0.87

0.98

kwj

0.95

0.99

0.70

0.80

rwj

0.84

0.96

0.62

0.79

krj

0.83

0.95

0.59

0.75

kwj

0.75

0.84

nvj

0.78

0.93

Iv,

0.76

0.91

Postner

Postner

(f:0.10)

(y:0.20)

Note:Kendall's

?o and Spearman's po, since there are no ties. Tests of statistical sigrificance are not reported
since calculations are based on population data.

4.5

Effects on classifications

Methods may affect the classification of industries according to their primary-input

intensity. This type of classification may be represented graphically using "relative
intensity triangles." In these diagrams, the primary-input intensity of an industry with
respect to each pair of primary inputs is measured along the triangle's sides. Thus

in

Figure 4, capital intensity with respect to labor (kw) is measured along the base of the
triangle, while the left side measures rent intensity with respect to labor (rw), andthe

right side capital intensity with respect to rent (ltr).t'

All industries with the same primary-input intensity with respect to a particular
n For a more detailed explanation
see Leamer (1987) and (Londero, 1994).
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pair of primary inputs must lie on a line that goes from the relevant point on the triangle's
side to the opposite vertex. In Figure

4,for

instance, all industries with the same capital

intensity with respect to labor, e.E.fut, must lie on the line connecting the top vertex with
point

lo,rt,

on the triangle's base. Therefore, the primary-input intensity of an industry

with

respect to all three primary inputs is represented by its position at the intersection of two

lines of this sort. For example, the point circled in Figure 4 corresponds to an industry
that is capital-intensive with respect to labor kw, andrent-intensive with respect to labor

rw,implying that the industry is capital intensive with respect to rent (since by definition

Iv,: hu/rw).
The triangles can be constructed so
that the primary-input intensity of the
aggr e gate manufacturing sector

corresponds to the point at the center of an

equilateral triangle (the intersection of its
three median lines) where

la,y:

rw: lv:1.

This provides a

standard for all other activities,

in

reference to which the triangle is divided

into six regions, according to the primaryinput intensity of the industries concerned.
These regions have been numbered
one to six beginning from the

from

fu----*

1.0 Mi

Figure 4. Relative intensity triangle.

left lower comer and continuing clockwise. Examples of

actual triangles for Vanek's and GOSRPA methods are presented as Figures 5 and 6.

To find the effects of different methods on industry classification according to
their primary-input intensities, aIl 172 industries were assigned to their corresponding
region, and contingency tables were prepared for all pairs of methods (see Appendix).
Then, Cohen's (1960) K was calculated for all tables. K measures the proportion

of

agreement between two methods, correcting for the possibility of agreement attributable
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to chance. Its value is zero when the agreement between the two methods equals that
expected by chance alone,

it equals one when there is complete agreement between the

two methods, and it is negative if the observed agreement is less that what would have
been expectedjust by chance.

The results, presented in Table 6, show that changes in measured primary-input
intensities attributable to methods are enough to make many industries switch regions

of

the triangle. These results suggest that research outcomes grouped by primary input

classifications may be significantly affected by the method employed. In general, the
highest level of agreement is between the two Postner measures, and the lowest levels
correspond to the two Postner-GOSRPA pairs.

A closer look at the contingency tables show that the most important differences
in classification, that is, those that explain a great deal of the relatively low values of

rc,

result from switches between a region I (labor intensive with respect to a capital, and
capital intensive with respect to rent) and region

VI (capital intensive with

respect to

labor, and labor intensive with respect to rent). In particular, Vanek's method classifies as
capital intensive with respect to labor (VI) induskies that Postner's (0.10 and 0.20)
classifies as labor intensive with respect to capital (I); Postner's (0.10) classifies in group I
industries that GOSRPA and Postner's (0.20) classifr in group VI; Postner's method
(0.20) classifies in I industries that GOSRPA classifies in
switches from region I to region VI, values of

rc

VI. Were it not for these

would be much higher. These

classification changes are due primarily to the proximity of industries to the border
between the two regions (low variability of capital intensities with respect to labor around
1), allowing for comparatively minor changes in relative primary-input content to result

in region switches.
The second important group of changes originates in industries that are rent
intensive according to one method (regions III and [V), but are classified diflerently by
other methods. These switches are less affected by proximity to the border and more

determined by the change in method.
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These findings suggest that researchers should avoid reporting results exclusively

in aggregates according to classifications. Such information should be complemented by
other more disaggregated ways that would show proximity to the border, and perhaps

with a sensitivity analysis to alternative measures of primary input content

4.5

as

well.

Effects on the primary-input intensity of total exports

Finally, as mentioned in section 1, several tests of the H-O model of international trade
have been conducted using I-O techniques. These tests are based on comparing the

primary-input content of net trade for different countries with their corresponding primary
input endowments. The question is whether altemative measures of rent content may

significantly affect the results of the primary-input content of net trade, and thus the tests.
The results on net exports of primary input services are reported in Table 8. As
expected from a natural resource rich country, Argentina appears as a net exporter ofrents
and a net importer of labor services, regardless of the method used. In the case of capital
services, instead,

it appears

as a net importer when using Vanek and GOSRPA methods

because both share the characteristic

ofignoring the capital content ofresource products.

When using Posfirer, instead, Argentina appears as a net exporter of capital services as

well.
Primary-input ratios and intensities for exports and imports of manufactures are
presented in Table 9,12 which shows that exports present a high rent to labor intensity, and

imports show the exact opposite characteristic. Such is the case under any measure

of

rent content. However, the ratios between rent-labor intensities of exports and imports
vary considerably among methods, suggesting that different results for different methods
may be obtained in less natural-resource-rich countries. Capital to labor intensities,
instead, differ for different methods. Postrer results indicate that exports would be more

capital intensive than imports, GOSRPA shows exports less capital intensive than

t2

Following the common assumption of identical production techniques, calculations for both exports and
imports are made with the same I-O table for illustrative purposes only. For different assumptions, see Trefler
(1993) and Davis and Weinstein (1998).
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ut servlces
M

Method

X-M

Vanek
Wages

4377,A30

6,473,670

-2,096,640

Capital

5,385,160

9,264,050

-2,878,990

Rents

8,886,690

2,399,540

6,487,r50

Wages

6,247,r90

7,054,230

-807,040

Capital

g,ggo,370

g,oog,63o

870,740

Rents

1,503,250

1,og5,ggo

417,270

Wages

6,247,190

7,054,230

-807,040

Capital

9,977,760

8,855,760

122,000

Rents

2,405,850

l,23g,g4o

1,166,010

Wages

6,247,190

7,054,230

-807,040

Capital

6,222,440

9,473,620

-2,251,180

Rents

5,161,180

1,621,990

Postner (y = 0.10)

Postner (y = 0.20)

GOSRPA

imports, and Vanek shows them of about the same intensity. These results reflect those
obtained in the preceding section for the classification of exporting sectors: in the case of
this I-O table, capital to labor ratios and intensities are sensitive to the method used.

In summary, when looking at the net exports of primary-input services, different
methods may lead to different results. Such is the case with the factor intensity of net

exports as well.

5.

Conclusions
Different methods for measuring rent content lead to different estimates

of

primary-input contents and ratios for the same industry. The effects of these methods on
measured relative primary-input contents and primary-input intensities calculated

with
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able

9. Argentina. Primary-input ratios

and intensities of trade in manufactures

Primary input ratios

Primary input intensities

X

M

All manuf.

x

M

Capital-labor

1.23

1.28

1.26

0.98

1.01

Rentlabor

2.03

0.37

1.08

1.88

0.34

Capital-rent

0.61

3.44

t.I7

0.52

2.95

Capital-labor

1.58

1.28

t.4r

1.13

0.91

Rent-labor

0.24

0.15

0.15

t.57

1.00

Capital-rent

6.57

8.30

9.16

0.72

0.91

Capital-labor

t.44

r.26

1.32

1.09

0.95

Rent-labor

0.39

0.18

0.24

1.62

0.74

Capital-rent

J.TJ

7.14

).))

0.67

1.29

Capital-labor

1.00

t.20

1.08

0.93

t.l2

Rent-labor

0.83

0.23

0.48

1.71

0.48

Capital-rent

t.2l

5.22

2.23

0.54

2.35

Vanek

Postner

Postner

(Z:

0.10)

(y:0.20)

GOSRPA

respect to industry aggregates depend on the characteristics of the I-O table. For the table
used in this study, relative primary-input contents and primary-input intensities

of

manufacturing industries are significantly affected by the method chosen. Postner's
method results in the greatest differences when all pairs of methods are compared.
Rankings according to primary-input intensities of the five resulting orderings are
less affected than

it would have been expected given the sensitivity of intensity measures

to the method used. However, consistent with the characteristics observed in that

sensitivity, comparisons of rankings between pairs of measures involving Posfirer's
method generally show less concordance than those between pairs that do not involve
such method.
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than rankings by the method chosen, as shown by the low values of many agreement

coefficients between pairs of methods. This greater sensitivity of classifications to the
method chosen is due primarily, although not exclusively, to switches in classifications
according to the capital intensity with respect to labor. These switches originate in the
concentration of activities along the border between the two classes. Therefore, when
results are presented as total number of products or total value of exports in broad classes

according to primary input intensities, these results should be complemented with

activity-level information, and if possible with a sensitivity analysis to changes in
measurement methods.

This study shows that the method selected may significantly affect estimates

of

relative primary-input intensities. In particular, the results obtained for relative primary

input contents and intensities suggest that studies on the primary-input intensity of trade,
and HO tests

in particular, may be affected by the method chosen for measuring natural

rosource content. Therefore, carefrrl consideration should be given to the choice

of

method before measuring primary-input content. The advantages and disadvantages
these methods should be considered

of

with reference to the specific case. Special attention

should be given to this issue when analyzingnatural-resource rich countries.

As regards these advantages and disadvantages, Londero (1999) noted that by
taking into account current-input and wage coefficients, Postner's and the gross operating
surplus of the resource-product activities approaches make the most use of the

information provided by an input-output table. It is not, however, possible to issue a
blanket recommendation of one method over the other, since the difflerence between the

two would depend on the variability of the true rent coefficients and of the capital-output
ratios of the RPA activities, and no independent measures for these characteristics were
available for this study. Postner may be preferable when little variability is expected
among rent coefficients of resource product activities. GOSRPA would provide better
results when there

is

greater

variability in rent coefficients among activities and such

variability is reflected in gross operating surplus coefficients because capital coefficients

28
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are similar or very low relative to rent coeffrcients.

An alternative method to the ones already discussed would consist of splitting the
gross operating surpluses of all resource-product activities in the same proportion. This

method would amount to assuming a constant (arbitrary) capital, to value-of-naturalresources ratio for all resource-product activities. It would share with Postner and

GOSRPA the advantage of preserving the information of the current-input structure, but

it will have two additional advantages. First, it would avoid the omission of the capital
content of resource-product activities resulting from GOSRPA, but retain its ability

of

capturing rent variability when it is reflected in that of the gross operating surplus.
Second, by imposing the arbitrary assumption on the area of ignorance it would help
focus the attention on the correct issue, that is, the shares ofrents and reproducible capital
costs in the gross operating surplus, rather than the nafural-resource to output ratio as

in

Postner's method.

Finally, it would be important to be able to compare the results of using
altemative methods against those based on a reliable and independent measure of direct
rent content at the industry level. Such comparisons would require the ability to split the
gross operating surplus coefficient in reproducible capital and

rent. This composition of

the gross operating surplus may be estimated by using farm-capital composition data that
distinguishes between reproducible capital and the value of nonreproducible assets.

If

such data were available, care should be exercised in assessing the effects of existing or

potential property taxes on the quality of such data. Comparisons for several l-O tables

with different characteristics would also be usefirl for reaching more definitive
conclusions regarding preferences among methods, since primary input intensity results
depend on the characteristics of the input-output table.

***
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Appendix. Contingency tables
Table B.1. Vanek and Postner
Postner 0.10

(7:0.10) methods

I

tr

m

I

70

2

J

IJ

tr

J

I

4

Itr

I

ry

2

V

I

VI

22

Total

99

Vanek's

3

6

IV

V

VI

Total

2

I

2

9

5

4

I

13

2

4

39

67

2

J

6

10

7

44

t72

ry

V

VI

Total

ableB.2. Vanek and Postner (y:0.20) methods
Vanek's

Postner 0.20

I

I

t5

tr

2

m

I

ry

tr

m

t)

z

n

4

J

I

2

9

V

I

V]

t4

Total

91

J
5

t3

J

2

4

50

67

6

t4

4

52

172

m

IV

V

VI

Total

29

t5

Table B.3. Vanek and GOSRPA methods
Vanek's

GOSRPA

I

il

I

45

il

L

I

I

4

ru

I

J

5

9

IV

I

V

I

VI

I

Total

Table B.4. Postner (y

51

:0.10)

I

I

)

6

I

I
+

and Postner

13

(y:

6

0.20) methods

I

t3
a
J

4

65

67

97

172
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Postner 0.20
Postner's 0.10

I

II

m

I

86

3

I

il

2

2

2

m

z

5

ry

V

2

able

B.5. Postner
GOSRPA

:

5

tr

I

49

a

T

I

m

I

ry
VI

I

7

4l

44

52

172

ry

V

VI

Total

48

99

I

6

2

t

2

6

5

2

J

10

ru
1

I

J

5l

8.6. Postner (y:0.20)
GOSRPA

10

4

J

Postner 0.20

I

t4

6

V

able

4

J

I

Total

99

0) and GOSRPA methods

{J.

I

Postner 0.10

9

6

2

9l

Total

Total

I
9

I

VI

o

IV

VI

V

I

A

13

2

4l

44

6

I

97

r72

IV

V

VI

Total

42

9l

and GOSRPA methods

II

m

I

48

T

2

J

5

III

I

I

6

I

w

8

V

4
2

I

VI
Total

51

A

l5

6

I

2

l4

I

4

52

52

97

172
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